A meta-analysis of child and adolescent psychotherapy outcome research tested previous findings using a new sample of 150 outcome studies and weighted least squares methods. The overall mean effect of therapy was positive and highly significant. Effects were more positive for behavioral than for nonbehavioral treatments, and samples of adolescent girls showed better outcomes than other Age X Gender groups. Paraprofessionals produced larger overall treatment effects than professional therapists or students, but professionals produced larger effects than paraprofessionals in treating overcontrolled problems (e.g., anxiety and depression). Results supported the specificity of treatment effects: Outcomes were stronger for the particular problems targeted in treatment than for problems not targeted. The findings shed new light on previous results and raise significant issues for future study.
however, when they excluded cases in which outcome measures were "very similar to activities occurring during treatment " (p. 391) , the superiority of behavioral methods was reduced to a statistically marginal level (p = .06; R. J. Casey, personal communication, July 30, 1992) . Weisz et al. (1987) also found initially that, overall, behavioral treatments generated significantly larger effects than nonbehavioral treatments. Weisz et al. then eliminated only those outcome assessments for which outcome measures were unnecessarily similar to treatment activities. The rationale was that, with some treatments, the most valid test of efficacy may require an outcome measure that resembles the treatment activity; for example, when one treats a child's fear of dogs by graduated steps of approach, the most valid test of outcome is probably a behavioral test of the child's ability to approach dogs (i.e., an outcome measure that is necessarily similar to the treatment activities). For other treatments, by contrast, such resemblance is clearly unnecessary; for example, researchers who treat impulsivity through training on the Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT; see Kagan, 1965) and then use the MFFT to assess treatment outcome are using an unnecessarily similar outcome measure; it is not necessary to use the MFFT as an outcome measure because the goal of training is reduction of impulsivity, which can be measured in other, more ecologically valid ways than through readministration of the MFFT. After eliminating cases of unnecessary similarity, Weisz et al. (1987) found that behavioral therapies still generated significantly more positive effects than nonbehavioral approaches. Yet, meta-analytic findings on the relative effects of behavioral and nonbehavioral therapies remain a subject of controversy (e.g., see Weiss & Weisz, in press) .
It is important that this issue and other controversial issues be addressed through new meta-analyses as new outcome studies are published. Given the inevitable variability of treatment effects across studies and the possibility of temporal shifts as methods evolve, it is necessary to assess the replicability of key findings across successive samples of treatment studies. As patterns are replicated across multiple meta-analytic samples, they may be accepted with increasing confidence. Of course, replication of findings across overlapping samples of studies may not be useful, because the overlap introduces a bias in favor of replication. Accordingly, in the present meta-analysis, we included only studies that had not been included previously in the two major comparative meta-analyses of child-adolescent psychotherapy research published thus far (i.e., Casey & Berman, 1985; Weisz etal., 1987) .
Beyond the question of therapy method effects, it was important to test whether psychotherapy effects differ with the age of treated youngsters. Research on developmental differences in cognitive and social capacities (see Piaget, 1970; Rice, 1984) and on developmental differences in conformity to social norms and responses to adult authority (see Kendall, Lerner, & Craighead, 1984) suggests that, as children grow older, they may become less cooperative with adult therapists and less likely to adjust their behavior to societal norms. On the other hand, the cognitive changes (e.g., development of abstract thinking and hypotheticodeductive reasoning) that accompany maturation might also mean that, in contrast to children, adolescents better understand the purpose of therapy and are better suited to the verbal give-and-take that accompanies many forms of therapy (for thoughtful discussions of diverse developmental issues related to child psychotherapy, see Holmbeck & Kendall, 1991; Shirk, 1988) . However, the evidence on age and therapy outcome is mixed thus far. Casey and Berman (1985) found no relation between child age and study effect size, but Weisz et al. (1987) found a significant negative relation suggesting that older youth showed less positive changes in therapy than did their younger counterparts.
Several other previous findings need to be tested for robustness through further meta-analysis. Are girls more responsive to therapy than boys? The evidence is mixed thus far. Casey and Berman (1985) found that studies involving predominantly girls had better outcomes than studies involving mostly boys, but Weisz et al. (1987) found no significant relation between outcome and child gender. Do therapy effects differ for different treated problems? Here, too, the evidence is mixed. Casey and Berman found a lower mean effect size for social adjustment problems than for phobias, somatic problems, or self-control problems, but Weisz et al. found no reliable differences among such specific categories or between the broad categories of overcontrolled (e.g., phobias and social withdrawal) and undercontrolled (e.g., delinquency and noncompliance). Finally, metaanalytic comparisons can help one learn whether treatment outcomes are related to therapist experience. Casey and Berman found no relationship. However, although Weisz et al. also found no overall relationship, they did find two potentially informative interactions. Age and effect size were uncorrelated among children who saw professional therapists, but graduate students and paraprofessional therapists (e.g., trained teachers and parents) produced better outcomes with younger children than with older ones. In addition, professionals, students, and paraprofessionals did not differ in their success with undercontrolled children, but as amount of training and experience increased, so did effectiveness with overcontrolled children. Further evidence is needed to test the robustness of such effects.
A final substantive purpose of the current meta-analysis was to address the theoretically and practically important question of whether treatment effects with children are specific to the problems being addressed in treatment. Focusing on therapy with adults, Frank (1973) and others (see Brown, 1987) have argued that therapy has a variety of "nonspecific effects" (e.g., increasing the client's hopes and expectations of relief, producing cognitive and experiential learning, generating experiences of success, and enhancing feelings of being understood). Such speculation has led some outcome researchers (e.g., Bowers & Clum, 1988; Horvath, 1987) to explore the specificity of effects in psychotherapy (i.e., the extent to which an intervention's effects are specific to the theoretically targeted symptom domain vs. generalized across other symptom domains). Some (e.g., Horvath, 1988) have even taken the position that psychotherapy effects are "artifactual" to the extent that the therapy influences theoretically off-target symptoms. In the present study, we provided what appears to be the first test of treatment specificity in a broad-based meta-analysis of child outcome research. We tested whether treatment effects were larger for the specific target problems being addressed in therapy than for nontarget problems.
In addition to the substantive aims of the meta-analysis, we sought to address a little-noted but potentially critical statisti-cal-analytic concern. Previous general meta-analysis of the child outcome literature have used the unweighted least squares (ULS) general linear model analytic approach (which subsumes regression and analysis of variance [ANOVA]) initially used by Smith et al. (1980) .' For this approach to be precisely valid, several assumptions must be met, including the assumption of homogeneity of variance. This means that (a) the variance for the dependent variable for diiferent subgroups (e.g., behavioral vs. nonbehavioral treatments) or within different ANOVA cells must be equivalent and (b) the variances of individual observations (i.e., in the case of meta-analysis, the individual effect sizes) must be equivalent across observations. It may seem anomalous to refer to the variance of a single observation or, in the case of meta-analysis, the variance of a single effect size. However, in meta-analysis, the variance of an effect size (which refers to the reliability of that effect size) is directly computable and is, in part, a function of the sample size of the study on which the effect size is based. Because different studies often have quite different sample sizes, it is unlikely that the homogeneity assumption is satisfied in most meta-analyses (Hedges & Olkin, 1985) .
To address this problem in the current analyses, we analyzed our data using the weighted least squares general linear models approach described by Hedges and Olkin (1985; see also Hedges, 1994) , weighting effect sizes by the inverse of their variance. One drawback of our using this approach exclusively would be that meaningful comparison of the present findings with previous meta-analytic findings would be hampered; it would be impossible to determine whether differences between present and previous findings resulted from substantive differences in the relations among variables or from differences in analytic methods. Consequently, to facilitate comparison with previous findings, we report results for the current sample with both the WLS method, which we believe generates the most valid results, and the ULS general linear model method, which we (Weiszetal., 1987 )andothers(e.g.,Casey&Berman, 1985 had used previously. To our knowledge, no such direct comparison has been made in previous meta-analyses.
Method
As in our previous meta-analyses (Weiss & Weisz, 1990; Weisz et al., 1987) , we defined psychotherapy as any intervention intended to alleviate psychological distress, reduce maladaptive behavior, or enhance adaptive behavior through counseling, structured or unstructured interaction, a training program, or a predetermined treatment plan. We excluded treatments involving drugs, interventions involving only reading (i.e., bibliotherapy), teaching or tutoring intended only to increase knowledge of a specific subject, interventions involving only relocation (e.g., moving children to a foster home), and exclusively preventive interventions intended to prevent problems in youngsters considered to be at risk. We included psychotherapy conducted by fully trained professionals, as well as psychotherapy conducted by therapists in training (e.g., clinical psychology and social work students and child psychiatry fellows) and by trained paraprofessionals (e.g., teachers and parents). Different schools of thought differ on the issue of whether extensive professional training is required for effective intervention. Here we treated this issue as an empirical question (see later discussion).
Literature Search
We included only published psychotherapy outcome studies, relying on the journal review process as one step of quality control. We used several approaches to identify relevant published studies (cf. Reed & Baxter, 1994; White, 1994) . First, we conducted a computer search for the period January 1983 through April 1993, using the same 21 psychotherapy-related key terms used in Weisz et al. (1987) crossed with the same age-group constraints and outcome-assessment constraints used in that meta-analysis. Second, still focusing on the 1983-1993 time period, we also searched by hand, issue by issue, 30 journals that had produced articles in our 1987 meta-analysis. Third, and finally, we reviewed the list of studies included in previous meta-analyses conducted by Smith et al. (1980) and Kazdin et al. (1990) to identify any articles fitting our criteria that might have been missed in the other two steps of our search and that had not been included in the Casey and Herman (1985) or Weisz et al. (1987) meta-analysis. We did not exclude studies included in the Kazdin et al. (1990) survey and meta-analysis because we wanted to include tests of the impact of such factors as treatment method, treated problem, and therapist experience (tests that were not a focus of the Kazdin et al. report, which included only overall mean effect size values).
Design and Reporting Requirements
To be included, a study had to include a comparison of a treated group with an untreated or attention control group. We excluded studies reporting only follow-up data (i.e., with no immediate posttreatment data). We excluded single-subject or within-subject designs. Such studies generate an unusual form of effect size (e.g., one based on intraparticipant variance, which is not comparable to conventional variance statistics) and, thus, do not appear to warrant equal weighting with studies that include independent treatment and control groups.
Outcome Studies Generated by the Search
These several steps produced a pool of 150 studies 2 (marked with an asterisk in the References) involving 244 different treatment groups. The studies had been published between 1967 and 1993. Across the 150 studies, the mean age of the children ranged from 1.5 to 17.6 years (M = 10.50, SD = 3.52). Because the concept of "psychotherapy" with children 1.5 years old may seem implausible, we should note that studies focusing on very young children involved parent-training interventions focused on such early adjustment problems as frequent waking at night.
Coding of the Studies
We coded studies for sample, therapy method, and design features, with parts of our coding system patterned after Casey and Berman (1985) and most of the system matching that used by Weisz et al. (1987) ; this overlap facilitated comparison with previous findings. Effect-size calculation and coding of the studies were carried out independently to avoid contamination. After training in the use of the coding system, four coders (i.e., four of the authors [two graduate students, one postdoctoral fellow, and one faculty member]) independently 1 One exception to this generalization was a meta-analysis by Durlak, Fuhrman, and Lampman (1991) , which focused on the effects of cognitive-behavioral interventions with children. Durlak et al. used a weighted least squares (WLS) group partitioning approach described by Hedges and Olkin (1985) .
2 Two of these studies were reported in a single article by Edleson and Rose (1982) . Also, two Weidman (1989, 1991) articles are reports of an original treatment study and its follow-up findings, respectively; thus, the two reports were coded as a single outcome study in our database. .0002
Note, Tier 2 therapy types (e.g., operant and respondent) differed significantly for the behavioral categories (p < .01 for both the weighted and unweighted least squares methods) but not for the nonbehavioral categories. Those Tier 2 behavioral categories that share a subscript did not differ significantly. For this table, as for results reported in the text, effect sizes were computed by collapsing up to the level of analysis (i.e., each study provided, at most, one effect size for each therapy category). However, in this table, sample sizes were computed without collapsing so as to provide information on the number of different treatment groups in our sample (i.e., the column labeled n shows number of treatment groups). Reinf = reinforcement.
coded 20% of the sample of studies. Mean interrater agreement (kappa) across pairs of coders is reported later for the various parts of the system. Therapy methods. The three-tiered system shown in Table 1 was used in classifying therapy methods. Tier 1 included the broad categories behavioral and nonbehavioral (mean K = .83). Tier 2 included subcategories within each Tier 1 category (e.g., operant and client centered; K = .75). Tier 3 included finer grained descriptors applicable only to the behavioral methods (e.g., relaxation only vs. extinction only [within the Tier 2 respondent category]; <c = .70). We also coded each treatment as either group or individually administered ( K = .88).
Target problems. Problems targeted by the treatment in the various studies were coded by means of the two-tiered system shown in Table  2 . First, problems were grouped into either one of the two broadband categories most often identified in factor analyses of child behavior problems (e.g., see Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1978) -overcontrolled (e.g., social withdrawal) and undercontrolled (e.g., aggression)-or an other category ( K = .95). Tier 2 included descriptive subcategories (e.g., delinquency, depression, and social relations) within each Tier 1 category (K = .79).
Outcome measures. Following Casey and Berman (1985) , we coded whether outcome measures were similar to treatment activities ( K = .79). As noted earlier (and see detailed rationale in Weisz et al,, 1987) , we used an additional step of coding for outcome measures that were rated as similar to treatment activities; such measures were coded for whether the similarity was necessary (given the treatment goals) or unnecessary for a valid assessment ( K = .60).
Following Casey and Berman (1985) , we also coded outcome measures into source and domain/type. Source of outcome measure included such categories as observers, therapists, parents, and participants ' own performance ( K = .88). Domain included such content categories as fear-anxiety, aggression, and social adjustment (K = .87), grouped into broadband overcontrolled and undercontrolled categories. It may be useful to clarify the distinction between problem type and domain, both of which involved the same overcontrolled and undercontrolled broadband categories as well as the same Tier 2 codes. Problem type categories were used to classify the problems that were the target of the treatment intervention in a study, whereas domain categories were used to classify each of the individual outcome measures used in a study.
Therapist training. We classified therapists as to their level of professional training (K = .87). In our system, therapists were classified as professionals if they held a doctoral degree in medicine and had com- Note. Differences among Tier 2 problem type categories (e.g., self-control and aggression) were significant only with the weighted least squares method and only for two of the three broadband categories: undercontrolled (p < .05) and other (p < .001). Within each of those broadband categories, the Tier 2 categories that share a subscript did not differ significantly from one another. Note that academic problems were not included in weighted least squares analyses (see text for rationale) and that the Additional "other" problems and Multiple other categories were not included in two-way comparisons because they were too heterogenous to be meaningful. pleted psychiatric training or if they had completed a terminal doctorate or master's degree in psychology, education, or social work; they were classified as graduate /professional students if they were working toward professional credentials in psychiatry or toward advanced degrees in psychology, education, or social work; and they were classified asparaprofessionals(e.g., parents and teachers) if they lacked graduate training related to mental health but had been trained specifically to administer the therapy. For a group to be categorized at one of these three levels, at least two thirds of the therapists had to fit the level.
Clinical versus analog samples. We also coded studies for whether the samples were clinical (i.e., the youngsters were actually clinic referred or otherwise would have received treatment regardless of the study) or analog (i.e., the youngsters were recruited for the study and might not have received treatment had it not been for the study;K = .89).
Results

Overview of Data-Analytic Procedures
Before we report results, several data-analytic issues need to be considered.
Confounding of independent variables. A common problem in meta-analysis is that independent variables (e.g., therapy method and target problem) tend to be correlated (e.g., see Glass & Kliegl, 1983; Mintz, 1983) . For example, because certain therapy methods tend to be used with certain target problems (e.g., behavioral methods with phobias), there is a natural confounding of therapy type and problem type. Here we used an approach intended to address confounding while avoiding undue risk of either Type I or Type II error. Avoiding Type II error is especially important in meta-analyses given their potential heuristic, hypothesis-generating value.
In an initial wave of analysis, we conducted planned tests focused on five variables of primary interest: therapy type, target problem type, child age, child gender, and therapist training. For each variable, we first tested the simple main effect. Then we tested the robustness of the main effect using general linear models procedures to control statistically for the effects of each of the other four variables (see Appelbaum & Cramer, 1974) ; we covaried these variables individually in separate analyses, rather than simultaneously, to reduce the risk of capitalizing on chance. Finally, we tested each main effect for whether it was qualified by two-way or three-way interactions involving any of the other four variables (cf. Hedges, 1994) .
Effect-size computation. As in our 1987 meta-analysis, we calculated effect sizes by dividing each study's posttherapy treatment group versus control group mean difference by the standard deviation of the control group. When means or standard deviations were not reported in the published article, we attempted to contact the author(s) to obtain the missing information. In those cases in which such efforts were unsuccessful, we used the procedures recommended by Smith et al. (1980) to derive effect-size values from inferential statistics such as t or F values; for reports of "nonsignificant" effects unaccompanied by any statistic, we followed the conservative procedure of esti-mating the effect size at 0.00. In calculating effect-size values, some meta-analysts (e.g., Casey & Herman, 1985; Hedges, 1982) favor dividing by the pooled standard deviation of treatment and control groups, but others (e.g., Smith et al., 1980) believe that pooling is inappropriate because one effect of treatment may be to make variability greater in the treatment group than in the control group. Our previous analyses (see Weiss & Weisz, 1990 ) support the latter position. Nonetheless, for comparison purposes, we considered computing effect-size values twice in the present meta-analysis, once based on the pooled standard deviation and once based on the control group standard deviation. Before we could do this, it was necessary to test whether treatment and control group variances differed significantly. We found that, for the present sample of studies averaged within study, treatment and control group variances were reliably different (mean z = 0.23, N=79,p< .05) and, thus, that use of the pooled standard deviation was not appropriate. Accordingly, in calculating effect-size values for the present sample of studies, we divided by the unpooled control group standard deviation. Throughout our calculations, we consistently collapsed across outcome measures and treatment groups up to the level of analysis. For example, we collapsed across treatment groups except when we tested the effects of therapy type.
As noted earlier, we analyzed our data using two different approaches to permit comparisons between previous and present results unconfounded with analytic differences. The primary analyses involved the WLS approach, with each effect size weighted by the inverse of its variance (Hedges, 1994; Hedges & Olkin, 1985) ; this adjusted for heterogeneity of variance across individual observations. In the WLS analyses, we did not include academic outcomes (e.g., school grades), and we dropped outliers (i.e., effect sizes lying beyond the first gap of at least one standard deviation between adjacent effect-size values in a positive or negative direction; Bollen, 1989) . 3 We dropped academic outcomes because so many factors (e.g., intelligence) other than psychopathology could be responsible for poor academic performance that it seemed inappropriate to base tests of psychotherapy efficacy on such outcomes. We dropped outliers so that our results would fairly represent the large majority of the data. Our secondary analyses, included for comparison purposes only, used the ULS approach (with academic outcomes and outliers included) used in previous meta-analyses conducted by Casey and Berman (1985) , Kazdin et al. (1990) , Smith et al. (1980) , and Weisz et al. (1987) .
Overall Mean Effect Size: WLS and ULS Findings
When we used the WLS method of analysis, with one effect size per study, the mean effect size across the 150 studies was 0.54 (significantly different from 0), X 2 ( 1, N = 150) = 404.65, p < .000001. When we used the ULS method, again with one effect size per study, the mean effect size was 0.71 (significantly different from 0), t( 149) = 9.49, p < .000001. The latter mean was comparable to the ULS-derived means reported in earlier child meta-analyses conducted by Casey and Berman (1985;  M effect size = 0.71), Weisz et al. (1987;  M effect size = 0.79), and Kazdin et al. (1990;  M effect size = 0.88 for treatment vs. nontreatment comparisons, and M effect size = 0.77 for treatment vs. active control groups). As the WLS and ULS figures illustrate, one effect of the WLS adjustment is that it often produces lower mean effect-size values when one averages across multiple studies; larger effect-size values tend to have smaller weights because they usually involve smaller sample sizes and larger variances than do smaller effect-size values.
Therapy Type: Behavioral Versus Nonbehavioral Interventions
Primary analysis with WLS. The mean effect size with the WLS method was higher for behavioral therapies than for nonbehavioral therapies (effect-size means: 0.54 vs. 0.30), x 2 (l,N -149) = 9.96, p < .005. The difference remained significant when we controlled for age, gender, and therapist training and was marginally significant (p < .10) when we controlled for problem type. This main effect of therapy type supports the hypothesis that behavioral treatments are more effective than nonbehavioral treatments. However, it is possible that the effects of behavioral treatments are less enduring than those of nonbehavioral treatments. If this were the case, the apparent superiority of behavioral treatments would be significantly qualified. We tested this possibility by comparing the difference between posttreatment and follow-up effect sizes for behavioral versus nonbehavioral treatments. The test was nonsignificant, indicating that behavioral and nonbehavioral methods did not differ in the durability of their effects.
All two-way interactions between therapy type and the other four variables were nonsignificant. However, the Therapy Type X Child Age X Therapist Training interaction was significant, X 2 ( 1, N = 99) = 9.49, p < .01. Of the component two-way interactions, only two were significant. First, among paraprofessional therapists only, therapy type and child age interacted (p < .005), indicating that paraprofessionals treating children (but not adolescents) produced a larger mean effect size with behavioral than with nonbehavioral therapies (means: 1.2 vs. 0.46, p < .005) and that paraprofessionals using behavioral (but not nonbehavioral) methods produced larger effect sizes with children than with adolescents (means: 1.20 vs. 0.03, p < .0001). The second component two-way interaction was Professional Training X Child Age for studies involving behavioral therapies, x 2 (2, N = 81) = 51.31, p < .0001. Simple effects tests revealed that, for adolescents treated with behavioral methods, student therapists achieved larger effect sizes than did paraprofessionals (p < .05); in treatment of children, none of the pairwise differences between levels of therapist experience were significant. Also, paraprofessionals using behavioral methods achieved larger effect sizes for children than for adolescents (means: 1.2 vs. 0.03, p < .0001), but the reverse was true when behavioral methods were used by professionals (means: 0.91 vs. 0.55, p < .05) and student therapists (means: 0.68 vs. 0.33, p < .01). Across the 12 means encompassed by this triple interaction, the largest mean effect size was achieved by paraprofessionals using behavioral methods with children (1.20); the smallest mean effect size involved paraprofessionals using behavioral methods with adolescents (0.03).
Secondary analysis with ULS. The mean effect size was also higher for behavioral therapies than for nonbehavioral therapies when we used the traditional ULS method. With the Glass method, the difference in means (0.76 vs. 0.35) was significant, F( 1, 147) = 4.09, p < .05. The difference remained significant when we adjusted for age and therapist training and was marginally significant (p < . 10) when we controlled for gender and problem type. Interactions between therapy type and each of these other four variables were nonsignificant. Mean effect sizes for the various types of therapy are shown in Table 1 .
Adjusting for similarity of treatment activities and outcome measures: WLS. As expected, outcome measures coded as similar to treatment activities (described earlier) generated larger effect-size values than measures coded as dissimilar (means: 0.67 vs. 0.48), X 2 (l, N = 189) = 10.56, p < .001. When we excluded all similar outcome measures, the therapy type effect remained significant (means: 0.47 vs. 0.25), x 2 ( 1, TV = 133) = 8.18, p < .005. When we excluded only outcome measures coded as unnecessarily similar, behavioral methods showed more pronounced superiority to nonbehavioral methods(means: 0.52 vs. 0.25), x 2 (l,JV= 148)= 13.12, p< .0005. Adjusting for similarity with ULS. Using the ULS method, we again found that outcome measures similar to treatment activities showed larger effect sizes than dissimilar outcome measures (means: 0.98 vs. 0.56), F( 1, 187) = 8.18,p< .005. When we excluded all outcome measures that were coded as similar, the mean effect size for behavioral treatments (0.59) was marginally higher (p < . 10) than that for nonbehavioral treatments (0.30). However, as in the Weisz et al. (1987) analysis, when we excluded only outcome measures that were coded as unnecessarily similar, behavioral treatments showed a significantly higher mean effect size than nonbehavioral approaches (means: 0.73 vs. 0.30), F( 1, 146) = 3.86,p< .05.
Problem Type: Overcontrolled and Undercontrolled
Primary analysis with WLS. Table 2 shows effect-size means for the various target problems. Using the WLS method, we compared means for the overcontrolled and undercontrolled categories (we dropped the "other" category because it encompassed a heterogeneous group of problems with no clear theoretical referent). We found no significant problem type main effect. This finding suggests that treatment may be about equally effective with overcontrolled and undercontrolled problems. However, it is possible that, although the two types of problems are similarly responsive to treatment in the short term, treatment effects are more enduring for one of the problem domains than for the other. To test this possibility, we compared the difference between posttreatment effect size and follow-up effect size for overcontrolled versus undercontrolled problems; the test was nonsignificant, indicating no difference in the stability of treatment effects for the two types of problems.
The main effect of problem type remained nonsignificant when we controlled for therapy type, age, and therapist training. However, when we controlled for gender of treated children, the problem type effect was marginally significant (p < . 10), with a marginally larger mean effect size for undercontrolled (0.58) than overcontrolled (0.44) problems. Interactions between problem type and therapy type, age, and gender were all nonsignificant. However, the Problem Type X Therapist Training interaction was significant, x 2 (2, N = 59) = 22.24, p < .00001. The effect of problem type was marginally significant for students (p < . 10) and significant for paraprofessionals, x 2 ( 1, N = 9) = 13.34, p< .001, and professionals, X 2 (l, N= 25) = 5.87, p < .05. Paraprofessionals were more effective with undercontrolled than overcontrolled children (effect-size means: 0.72 and 0.14), whereas the reverse was true of professionals (effectsize means: 0.49 and 0.86). Analyzing the interaction from another perspective, we found that the effect of therapist training was significant for both internalizing (p < .001) and externalizing (p < .005) problems, but the pattern differed for the two types of problems. In treating undercontrolled problems, paraprofessionals (Meffect size = 0.72) produced larger effects than professionals (p < .05; M effect size = 0.49) and students (p < .001; M effect size = 0.29); professionals and students did not differ reliably. By contrast, in treating overcontrolled problems, professionals (M effect size = 0.86) generated larger effects than paraprofessionals (p < .001; M effect size = 0.14) and marginally larger effects than students (p < .10; M effect size = 0.56), and students were significantly superior to paraprofessionals (p <.05).
The Problem Type X Child Age X Therapist Training interaction was also significant, x 2 (2, N = 59) = 8.24, p < .05. Three of the component two-way interactions were significant. First, for adolescents only, problem type interacted with therapist training, X 2 (2, W = 22) = 18.36, p< .0001. Simple effects tests showed that (a) when adolescents were treated by paraprofessionals (but not other therapist groups), the effect size was higher for undercontrolled (M = 0.75) than for overcontrolled (M = 0.01) problems (p < .0001), and (b) when adolescents were treated for overcontrolled (but not undercontrolled) problems, professionals achieved a higher effect size than students, who in turn had a higher effect size than paraprofessionals (means: 1.33 vs. 0.78 vs. 0.01, p < .0001). The second component two-way interaction was Therapist Training X Child Age for youth with overcontrolled problems, x 2 (2,N = 25) = 11.33, p < .005. Simple effects tests showed that, for overcontrolled youth treated by professionals and students (but not by paraprofessionals), the effect size was higher for adolescents than for children (for professionals, means of 1.33 and 0.66, p < .05; for students, means of 0.78 and 0.10, p < .005). Also, as noted earlier, when adolescents were treated for overcontrolled problems, professionals generated larger effects than students, who in turn generated larger effects than paraprofessionals. The third component two-way interaction was Problem Type X Child Age for studies using paraprofessional therapists; as noted earlier, paraprofessionals treating adolescents achieved larger effects with undercontrolled than overcontrolled target problems. Across the 12 effect-size means encompassed by this triple interaction, the smallest (0.01) was produced by paraprofessionals treating overcontrolled adolescents, whereas the largest (1.33) was produced by professionals treating the same group.
Secondary analysis with ULS. The ULS method produced rather different results. The main effect of problem type was nonsignificant, and it remained so when we controlled for therapy type, age, gender, and therapist training. When we tested for interactions between problem type and these four variables, we found only a marginal Problem Type X Gender interaction (p ChildAge Primary analysis with WLS. When we examined age differences using the WLS method, we found a larger mean effect for studies treating adolescents ( 1 2 years of age and older; N = 37 studies, M effect size = 0.65) than for studies treating children ( 1 1 years of age and younger; N = 1 10, M effect size = 0.48), x 2 ( 1, N = 147) = 9.08, p < .01. The age main effect remained significant when we controlled for problem type and gender; however, the effect became marginal (p < . 10) when we controlled for therapy type and nonsignificant when we controlled for therapist training. The Age X Therapy Type and Age X Problem Type interactions were nonsignificant, but age showed significant interactions with gender, x 2 U, N = 121) = 1 5. 20, p <. 000 1, and therapist training, X 2 ( 2, N= 99) = 17.96, p<.0001.
Analyzing the Age X Gender interaction, we found that the effect of age was nonsignificant for male majority samples but significant for female samples (p < .00001; effect-size means of 0.86 for adolescents and 0.43 for children). Viewing this interaction from the other direction, we found that the gender effect was significant among adolescents (p < .0000 1 ; female M = 0.86, male M = 0.37) but not among children. The interaction is shown in Figure 1 .
Analyzing the Age X Therapist Training interaction, we found that treatment effects were stronger for adolescents than children when the treatment was provided by professionals (p < .01; effect-size means of 0.87 and 0.47) and by students (p < .01; effect-size means of 0.66 and 0.33); the reverse was true, however, when treatment was provided by paraprofessionals (p < .05; effect-size means of 0.62 and 0.92). Viewing this interaction from the other direction, we found that therapist training had a significant effect among children (p < .00001) but not among adolescents. Among children, the effect size was higher for paraprofessionals than for professionals (p < .001) and student therapists (p < .00001), and the last two groups were not significantly different.
Secondary analysis with ULS. ULS analyses showed a nonsignificant age main effect that remained nonsignificant when we controlled for therapy type, problem type, gender, and therapist training. The interactions between age and therapy type, problem type, and gender were also nonsignificant; however, the Age X Therapist Training interaction was significant, F(2, 94) = 5.10, p < .01. Analyzing this interaction, we found that the effect of age was nonsignificant for students and paraprofessionals but marginally significant for professionals, F(1,45) = 3.93, p < .10, who had better outcomes with adolescents (M effect size = 1.05) than with children (Meffect size = 0.59). Viewing the interaction from the alternate direction, we found that there was a significant therapist training effect with children (effectsize means of 1.61 for paraprofessionals, 0.61 for professionals, and 0.42 for students), F(2, 70) = 6.86, p < .005, but no significant effect with adolescents.
Child Gender
Primary analysis with WLS. To examine the relation between effect size and child gender, we categorized studies into those in which most participants were male (n = 78) and those in which most participants were female (« = 45). In our primary analysis, using the WLS method, we found a significant gender main effect, X 2 ( 1, N = 122) = 20.04, p < .00001, reflecting the fact that the mean effect size was higher for female 0.8 CHILDREN ADOLESCENTS Figure 1 . Mean effect size for samples of predominantly male and female children (11 years of age and younger) and adolescents (12 years of age and older).
(0.71) than male (0.43) samples. This effect was reduced to a marginal level when we controlled for therapy type (p < .10) but remained significant when we controlled for problem type, age, and therapist training. Gender did not show significant interactions with therapy type or problem type, but there were two significant interactions involving gender. One was the Gender X Age interaction discussed earlier (see Figure 1) . The other was a Gender X Therapist Training interaction, x 2 (2, N = 77) = 9.36, p < .01. This reflected, in part, the fact that the gender effect was significant among youngsters treated by professionals (p < .001; female M = 0.93, male M = 0.41) and paraprofessionals (p < .0001; female M = 0.99, male M = 0.49) but not among those treated by students. Viewing this interaction from the other direction, we found that therapist training had a significant effect in female samples (p < .0001) but not in male samples. In the female samples, student therapists had a lower mean effect size (0.48) than professionals (0.93, p < .01) and paraprofessionals (0.99, p < .0001), but the last two groups did not differ significantly.
Secondary analysis with ULS. Our secondary, ULS analysis revealed a marginal gender main effect (p < .10) reflecting a trend toward larger effects for female samples (M effect size = 0.80) than for male samples (Meffect size = 0.54). This effect remained marginally significant when we controlled for therapy type, became nonsignificant when we controlled for problem type and age, and became significant (p < .05) when we controlled for therapist training. Interactions between gender and therapy type and age were nonsignificant, and interactions between gender and problem type and therapist training were marginally significant (p < .10).
Level of Therapist Training
Primary analysis with WLS. In our primary, WLS analysis, we found a significant main effect of therapist training, x 2 (2, N = 100)= 12.51, p< .005, with paraprofessionals (Afeffect size = 0.71) generating significantly larger effects than professionals (p < .05; M effect size = 0.55) and students (p < .001; M effect size = 0.43) and the last two groups not differing significantly. This therapist training main effect remained significant when we controlled for age and gender but was reduced to a marginal level (p < . 10) when we controlled for therapist type and problem type. The Therapist Training X Therapy Type interaction was nonsignificant, but therapist training interacted significantly (as described earlier) with problem type, age, and gender.
We tested whether the main effect involving therapist training might have been influenced by a tendency of less fully trained therapists to be assigned to analog-nonclinic cases (see other analog vs. clinic analyses detailed later). A 2 (analog vs. clinic cases) X 3 (therapist training) chi-square analysis revealed a marginal trend in this direction, x 2 (2,N= 98) = 5.52,p< .10, but this trend did not account for the main effects of therapist training reported earlier. The main effect remained significant when we controlled for the analog versus clinic variable using both the WLS method (p < .005) and the ULS method (p < .05). And the interaction between therapist training and analog-clinic was nonsignificant in both WLS and ULS analyses. Findings with regard to therapist training and the other four variables of primary interest are summarized in Table 3 .
Secondary analysis with ULS. In secondary analyses with the ULS method, the main effect of therapist training (professional vs. paraprofessional vs. student therapist) was again significant, F(2, 97) = 3.26, p < .05; paraprofessionals generated larger effect sizes (M = 1.25) than professionals (M = 0.70, p < .05) and students (M = 0.57, p < .05), whereas the latter two groups did not differ significantly. This main effect of therapist training remained significant when we controlled for therapy type and age, but it became nonsignificant when we controlled for gender and problem type. Interactions of therapist training with therapy type and with problem type were nonsignificant, but therapist training did show a significant interaction with age (described earlier) and a marginal interaction with gender (p<. 10).
Other Potential Correlates of Effect Size
In a secondary wave of analyses, we examined the relation between effect size and other variables that we believed might help to explain the results reported earlier.
Source and domain of outcome measure. We tested effects of the source of outcome measures (parents, n = 43; teachers, n = 58; observers, n = 43; peers, n = 13; participant performance, n = 53; and self-report, n = 81) and the domain of outcome measures (grouped into overcontrolled and undercontrolled). We also tested the interaction between source and domain, thinking that different sources might be differentially sensitive to child behavior within the overcontrolled and undercontrolled categories. Neither main effect was significant in either our primary (WLS) or secondary (ULS) analysis. The interaction of the two, however, was significant in our primary, WLS analysis (although not in the secondary, ULS analysis), x 2 (5, N = 185) = 13.56, p < .05. The effect of domain was nonsignificant for parents and selfreport and marginally significant (p < . 10) for each of the other sources. The effect of source was significant for both the undercontrolled (p < .005) and overcontrolled (p < .005) domains, but the pattern across the various sources was quite different for the two problem domains, as shown in Figure 2 . In essence, positive treatment effects on overcontrolled problems were most likely to be obtained through reports by peers and by treated children themselves, whereas positive effects on undercontrolled problems were more likely to be obtained through reports by teachers and trained observers and through direct behavioral assessment.
Analog versus clinic cases. We compared effect sizes for studies involving clinic children (n = 41) and for studies involving analog or recruited cases (n = 104; 5 were uncodable). In our primary, WLS analysis (but not in our secondary, ULS analysis), the groups were found to differ reliably, x 2 ( 1, N = 145) = 6.68, p < 0.01; analog samples (M = 0.59) generated larger effect sizes than clinic samples (M = 0.43).
Group-administered versus individual treatment. We compared group interventions (« = 92) and individual interventions (n = 41; we dropped combined and milieu treatments). There was a significant effect-size mean difference in our primary, WLS analysis (but not in our secondary, ULS analysis), showing a higher mean effect size for individually administered Posttreatment versus follow-up. Across outcome measures that involved both immediate posttreatment and longer term follow-up assessments, we compared mean effect sizes for posttreatment and follow-up. Across the 50 studies that included follow-up assessment, the mean lag between posttreatment and follow-up was 28.4 weeks. We found no significant difference in either our primary (WLS) or secondary (ULS) analysis.
Year-of-Publication Effects
Finally, we conducted two analyses that had not been done in previous meta-analyses and thus did not require a ULS com- parison; thus, for these last two analyses, we report only WLS findings. In the first such analysis, we assessed whether year of publication was related to effect size, to test whether such a relationship might explain differences between the present findings and those of Weisz et al. (1987) . Accordingly, we divided the studies into pre-1985 (n = 60) and 1986-1993 (« = 91) subsets (1985 was the cutoff date for the sample of studies included in Weisz et al., 1987) . In our primary analysis, using the WLS method, the main effect for year was nonsignificant; also nonsignificant were the interactions between year and therapy type, problem type, and therapist training, indicating that the relation between those variables and therapy outcome had not changed appreciably over time. However, there were significant interactions with age, x 2 (l,W = 147) = 5.34, p< .05, and gender, x 2 ( 1, N = 122) = 7.21, p < .01. The effect of year was nonsignificant for children but significant for adolescents (p < .05), for whom more recent studies had a larger mean effect size (0.69 vs. 0.46). Also, the effect of year was nonsignificant for boys but significant for girls (p < .05), for whom recent studies had a larger mean effect size (0.75 vs. 0.41).
Specificity of Treatment Effects
Finally, as noted in the introduction, we addressed the important question of whether treatment has broad, general effects or whether treatment produces effects that are specific to the target problems being addressed. We assessed whether the mean effect size was larger for outcome measures that were within the same broad domain (i.e., overcontrolled vs. undercontrolled; see Table 2 ) as the target problem being treated than for outcome measures in a different broad domain than the target problem; it was. Matches (i.e., instances in which target problem and outcome measure fell into the same broad domain) were, in fact, associated with a significantly larger mean effect size (0.52) than were outcome measures that fell into different broad domains than the target problem (0.22), x 2 ( 1> N = 101) = 8.40, p<. 005.
To determine the level of specificity at which this effect occurred, we assessed whether matching precisely within the broadband factors (e.g., matching outcome measures and target problems at such specific levels as anxiety, depression, and social withdrawal) was associated with larger effects than simply matching on broadband factors (e.g., overcontrolled). That is, we compared the mean effect size for outcome measures that matched target problems precisely (e.g., an outcome measure of anxiety when anxiety was the focus of treatment) and the mean effect size for equally specific outcome measures that matched targeted problems only at the broadband level (e.g., an outcome measure of depression when anxiety was the focus of treatment; both anxiety and depression are overcontrolled problems, but only one precisely matches the focus of treatment). In this analysis, we excluded all outcome measures that did not match target problems at the broadband level. Also, for this analysis, unlike that discussed in the previous paragraph, we included measures within the broadband "other" category because it was not heterogeneous at the narrow band level. The comparison showed that outcome measures that precisely matched target problems yielded a markedly larger mean effect size (0.60) than did equally specific outcome measures that did not match target problems (0.30), x 2 ( 1, N = 180) = 33.43, p < .000001. This suggests that the effects of treatment across the studies we examined were specific to the domains targeted in treatment.
Recomputing ULS Analyses
For all of the ULS calculations reported earlier, we used the procedures of previous meta-analyses so as to facilitate comparisons with previous findings. Accordingly, we included academic outcomes, and we did not exclude outliers on any of the outcome measures used. Although this procedure was necessary for comparison with previous findings, it complicates comparison of our current ULS findings with our current WLS findings because, for our WLS analyses, we excluded all academic outcome measures and all outliers. To address this limitation, we reran all ULS analyses, this time excluding all outliers (i.e., effect sizes lying beyond the first gap of at least one standard deviation between adjacent effect-size values; Bollen, 1989) and all academic outcomes. This change in procedure had very little effect on our ULS results. The overall mean effect size changed from 0.71 to 0.69, and a few significance levels changed: (a) The main effect of problem type remained nonsignificant in nearly all ULS analyses but became significant when we controlled for therapist training (p < .05; M undercontrolled effect size = 0.42, M overcontrolled effect size = 0.89); (b) the main effect of gender changed from marginal to significant (p < .05; Mmale effect size = 0.53, Mfemale effect size = 0.84) and remained significant with therapy type controlled (after having previously been marginally significant); and (c) the main effect of therapist training changed from significant (p < .05) to nonsignificant and remained so with therapy type and then age controlled. With these few exceptions, all previously nonsignificant effects remained nonsignificant, and all previously significant effects remained significant and at the same level. The strong similarity indicates that the numerous differences reported earlier between ULS and WLS findings cannot be attributed to our having dropped outliers and academic outcomes in the ULS analyses.
Discussion
The current findings, combined with results of previous meta-analyses, provide convergent evidence on several key issues in child and adolescent psychotherapy. First, and most generally, the present findings reinforce previous evidence that psychotherapy with young people produces positive effects of respectable magnitude. On the other hand, the mean effect-size values generated by our primary analyses (using WLS methods) suggest that previous estimates of the magnitude of treatment effects have probably been inflated relative to what we believe to be the fairest estimate of effect magnitude in the population. Previous meta-analytic estimates, like our present ULS analysis, have generated mean effect-size values in the range just below Cohen's (1988) standard of 0.80 for a large effect; our current best estimate, based on the WLS method, was 0.54, closer to Cohen's standard of 0.50 for a medium effect. The tendency of weighted analyses to produce smaller effects than unweighted approaches may not be confined to child psychotherapy research but may instead reflect a general tendency for treatment effects to be inversely related to sample size. Robinson, Herman, and Neimeyer (1990) reported this effect in their review of depression treatment research, suggesting that it may result from publication bias in favor of statistically significant treatment effects. That is, when sample sizes are small, only large effects will be statistically significant and thus likely to be published.
The adult outcome literature has provided some support for "the Dodo verdict," the notion that different approaches to therapy are about equally effective. The present findings do not support such a conclusion with respect to treatment of children. We found that behavioral methods were associated with more substantial therapy effects than nonbehavioral methods, and this pattern held up when we controlled for outcome measures that were unnecessarily similar to treatment activities. The pattern also held up when we controlled for treated problem, therapist training, and child age and gender, and the main effect of behavioral versus nonbehavioral methods was not qualified by interactions with any of those four variables. Superior effects of behavioral over nonbehavioral interventions were also reported in earlier child meta-analyses conducted by Casey and Berman (1985;  but see qualifications in the introduction and in Weisz & Weiss, 1993) and Weisz et al. (1987) . Because none of the 150 studies in the present meta-analysis was included in either the Casey and Berman (1985) or Weisz et al. (1987) analysis, the present findings must be seen as rather strong independent evidence of the replicability of this "non-Dodo verdict." On the other hand, only about 10% of the treatment groups in our sample involved nonbehavioral interventions; in the future, it will be important for researchers to expand the base of evidence on the effects of the nonbehavioral interventions that are widely used in clinical practice but rarely evaluated for their efficacy in controlled studies.
In addition, we must stress that even highly significant behavioral-nonbehavioral differences in outcome may ultimately prove to have artifactual explanations. Previous analyses with predominantly adult samples have shown a significant relation between investigator allegiance-or expectancies as to which therapy method will be more successful-and outcome when different therapeutic methods are being compared (see Berman, Miller, & Massman, 1985; Robinson et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1980) . Such findings do not clearly answer the question of whether investigator expectancy causes-or results fromfindings of behavioral-nonbehavioral comparisons or whether both processes are operative. Certainly, investigators' expectancies regarding the relative effectiveness of treatments do not develop in a vacuum but are likely to be based on their past experience and on the results of previous studies, their own as well as others. This fact makes it difficult to "control for" investigator expectancies statistically (e.g., by testing for behavioral vs. nonbehavioral outcome differences with investigator expectancies covaried).
To illustrate the problem, we offer an analogy. Suppose that surgeons over the years have used either Surgical Method A or Surgical Method B to address a particular type of heart ailment. Over these years, increasing evidence has indicated that Method A produces superior survival rates. Suppose, further, that a reviewer conducts a statistical analysis "controlling for" the tendency of surgeons in comparative studies to believe that A is more effective than B, and the reviewer finds that, with that belief "controlled," there is no remaining reliable difference between Methods A and B. Would this really mean that A is no more effective than B? No. It would mean only that the belief that A is more effective than B corresponds so closely to the evidence that A is more effective than B that controlling for the belief also controls for the evidence. In such a case, applying statistical control could be a disservice to the field.
In our view, the potential role of investigator expectancies or allegiance has been highlighted sufficiently in previous correlational research that it warrants attention in future research. But the only fair way we know to study the role of such expectancies is experimentally, by judicious assignment of therapists to conditions. For example, outcome researchers who wish to compare behavioral and nonbehavioral methods might use factorial designs in which therapy methods are crossed with therapist orientation (behavioral vs. nonbehavioral). We suspect that the results of such research would contribute more to understanding than a proliferation of difficult-to-interpret correlational analyses.
In contrast to our therapy type findings, we found no evidence that therapists had different levels of success with overcontrolled problems than with undercontrolled problems. The same finding was obtained in the only other meta-analysis to address this question (Weisz et al., 1987) . Evidence from follow-up research certainly indicates that undercontrolled problems show greater stability and poorer long-term prognosis than do overcontrolled problems (e.g., see Esser, Schmidt, & Woerner, 1990; Offord et al., 1992; Robins & Price, 1991) . Such findings, however, concern the temporal course of problems independent of therapeutic intervention. What our findings suggest is that when natural time course is held constant through the use of treatment-control comparisons, therapy may not be reliably less effective with undercontrolled problems than with overcontrolled problems.
Although the general type of child problem being treated did not relate to magnitude of treatment outcome, some of our findings suggested that other child characteristics might. Treatment outcomes were better for adolescents than for children. This finding cannot be considered robust, however; the main effect became nonsignificant when we controlled for therapist training. Moreover, Casey and Berman (1985) found no relation between age and therapy outcome, and Weisz et al. (1987) found larger effect sizes for children than for adolescents (i.e., precisely the opposite of the present finding). Some light was shed on this puzzling array of findings by the significant interaction between age and year of publication found in our primary, WLS analysis: The mean effect size for adolescents was significantly greater in studies published between 1986 and 1993 than in pre-1986 studies. This suggests that changes in the age effect from earlier to later meta-analyses may reflect improvements in the efficacy of interventions for adolescents.
In comparison with our age effects, the effects of child gender were more consistent with previous findings. In the present sample of studies, therapy had more beneficial effects in samples with female majorities than in male-majority samples. An important qualification must be added: In the present analysis, the gender effect was highly significant among adolescents but not significant among children, and adolescents showed more positive treatment effects than children but only in female samples. Thus, overall, psychotherapy showed more beneficial effects for adolescent female samples than for any other Age X Gender group. Weisz et al. (1987) did not find the gender main effect found here. In this connection, note that our analyses of year-of-publication effects showed that only in studies published since the 1985 cutoff for the Weisz et al. (1987) sample were girls and adolescents found to be more effectively treated than boys and children. This suggests that secular trends in therapy effects as a function of gender and age may help to explain the difference between the present findings and those of Weisz et al. (1987) . Several writers (e.g., Lamb, 1986; Ponton, 1993) have argued that adolescent girls are particularly sophisticated in the use of interpersonal relationships for self-discovery and change and that these skills may facilitate use of the therapeutic relationship to achieve treatment gains. This goodness of fit, along with the fact that therapists are more often female than male, may enhance the impact of treatment for adolescent girls. On the other hand, it is not clear why such an enhancing effect might only be seen in post-1985 studies. It is possible that, since the mid-1980s, interventions have become especially sensitive to the characteristics or treatment needs of adolescent girls, but we have no well-informed opinion as to what specific changes may have been relevant. Do more fully trained clinicians produce the most beneficial therapy effects? Possibly, but our evidence does not support such a conclusion. Instead, we found that paraprofessionals (typically parents or teachers trained in specific intervention methods) generated larger treatment effects than either student therapists or fully trained professionals; moreover, students and professionals did not differ reliably (this main effect of therapist training was reduced to marginal significance when we controlled for therapy type and for problem type). Such findings are consistent with a growing body of related evidence on intervention effects with children and adults (see Christensen & Jacobson, 1994) . We must emphasize, however, that the beneficial effects produced by paraprofessionals and students in these studies followed training and supervision provided by professionals who had, in most cases, designed the procedures. Furthermore, the procedures used may often have been fitted to the training level of therapists; for example, children and procedures assigned to paraprofessionals and students were quite possibly those thought especially appropriate for therapists with little previous training. And, conversely, professionals may be more likely to take on the more difficult, intractable cases.
Thus, the main effect examined here is certainly not a definitive test of the value of professional training. Moreover, we did find a Training X Problem Type interaction echoing one found in the Weisz et al. (1987) meta-analysis and pointing to a possible benefit of training: Professional therapists were no more effective than others when treating undercontrolled problems, but professionals produced larger effects than students (p <. 10) and paraprofessionals (p < .001) when treating overcontrolled problems. It is certainly possible that the kinds of behavior management interventions often used with undercontrolled problems tend to be clear cut enough to be taught efficiently to parents and teachers through a focused training program but that the interventions needed for the more subtle and less overt problems that tend to fall within the overcontrolled category do indeed require substantial professional training.
The interaction between source and domain of outcome measures (reflected in Figure 2 ) was intriguing and potentially valuable heuristically. For example, the fact that peers, unlike all of the other sources of outcome information, did not perceive positive change in treated children's undercontrolled problems may warrant any of several interpretations; for example, treatment effects with externalizing children may not generalize well to their real-life interactions with peers, or perhaps peers have trouble overcoming reputation effects despite actual behavior change. That trained observers did not report change in children's overcontrolled problems, whereas most other sources did, suggests that direct observation, with its typically brief time samplings and use of observers who do not know the children being observed, may not be a very effective method (in comparison with, for instance, peer, parent, or self-report measures) of assessing outcomes with internalizing youngsters. As a final example, it is intriguing that peers reported very substantial change in treated children's internalizing problems, whereas teachers did not. This may suggest that peers are more sensitive to these rather covert problems than are teachers, whose classroom responsibilities may force them to be more attentive to their students' externalizing problems. Overall, the findings shown in Figure 2 underscore an important fact: One's picture of how a child has responded to treatment is apt to depend on whom one asks (cf. Achenbach, McConaughy, & Howell, 1987) .
In addition to its substantive findings, the present study provided a comparison of findings generated by two different analytic methods, the widely used ULS approach (see Smith et al., 1980) and the WLS method (Hedges, 1994; Hedges & Olkin, 1985) , which adjusts for heterogeneity of variance across individual studies. In general, it is clear that the WLS approach tends to generate more modest estimates of mean effect size for various groups and (perhaps because of its variance adjustments) more statistically significant differences between groups. Finally, it does not appear that differences between the findings of our 1987 (Weisz et al., 1987) and current meta-analyses can fairly be attributed to our shift to the WLS analytic method because our current WLS findings were no more different from the 1987 findings than were our current ULS findings.
A particularly important focus of our analyses was the question of whether therapy has its impact primarily through nonspecific and artifactual effects or through direct impact on targeted problems (see Bowers & Clum, 1988; Frank, 1973; Horvath, 1987 Horvath, , 1988 . Our findings showed rather clearly that therapy effects were strongest for outcome measures that specifically matched the problems targeted in treatment. This suggests, in turn, that the therapeutic gains evidenced in these studies were not inadvertent or peripheral effects of some general enhancement in the treated youngsters but were the specific, intended outcomes of interventions targeting specific child problems.
A comparison of the present findings with those of previous child-adolescent meta-analyses reveals some rather consistent patterns (e.g., larger effects for behavioral than nonbehavioral treatments in Casey and Herman, 1985; Weisz etal., 1987 , and the present study) and some quite variable patterns (e.g., age effects differ-ing in direction across meta-analyses). Our evidence suggests that some of the changes in findings (e.g., in gender and age effects) may reflect changes over time in the results of treatment studies; metaanalytic findings change over time because a moving target is being tracked. In addition, howevei; some of the shifts in findings almost certainly reflect the fact that each individual meta-analysis captures only part of the picture. Thus, it is important that one attend to the cumulative record of successive meta-analyses and regard each individual meta-analytic finding as preliminary until it has been replicated.
As the cumulative record of successive meta-analyses is tracked, it should also be recognized that the findings of most such analyses may be most fairly interpreted as evidence on the state of knowledge about laboratory-based intervention. Relatively few of the studies included in most meta-analyses pertain to psychotherapy as it is practiced in most child and adolescent clinical settings, and the findings may thus reveal little about the effectiveness of most clinic-based interventions (see Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Kauneckis, in press; Weisz & Weiss, 1993) . Clearly, research of the type reviewed here needs to be complemented by research on the impact of intervention with clinicreferred children in service-oriented treatment settings (see Weisz, Donenberg, Han, & Weiss, in press ).
Within their proper interpretive context, however, the present findings add substantially to what previous evidence has shown about therapy outcome with young people. Particularly important are our findings that (a) psychotherapy effects were beneficial but weaker than had been thought previously; (b) effects differed as a function of methods of intervention, with behavioral methods showing markedly stronger effects than nonbehavioral approaches; (c) outcomes were related to the interaction of child age and gender, with treatment effects particularly positive for adolescent girls; (d) degree of improvement was a function of the interaction of domain and source of outcome assessment, with improvement in overcontrolled versus undercontrolled behavior depending on the source of information one relies on (e.g., peers vs. parents vs. teachers); and (e) treatment had its strongest effects on the problems targeted in treatment. Continued inquiry will be needed to identify the best analytic methods for estimating effects, to fill out the picture of therapy outcomes across a broad age range, and to sharpen the understanding of factors that can undermine or enhance intervention effects..
